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INTRODUCTION TO DUBAI PICTURE BOOK

During the first week of February 2006, nineteen USA CEO CLUB members www.ceoclubs.org combined with
eighteen CEO CLUB members from China www.ceoclubsinchina.org to attend a three day World CEO Forum
in Dubai, United Arab Emirates (U.A.E). Also, a dozen of our friends from England's Academy of Chief
Executive‘s joined us to meet several hundred CEO's coming from twelve countries in the middle-east.
The conference was sponsored to establish a local CEO CLUB chapter in Dubai. See www.ceoclubsuae.com
This Dubai picture book was developed to give members not attending a quick and easy way to learn about
UAE. It is patterned after Joe Mancuso's twenty-fifth book, The China Picture Book, "CEO's making money
and having fun in China". That 300 page, four-color book was published by Dallas based CEO CLUB member,
Milli Brown of www.brownbooks.com and is available for $20.00 at most bookstores and internet book sites.
The China book reads front to back in English and back to front in Chinese.
While the Dubai Picture Book is shorter, half as many photos, it is amazing to see and learn about the
business opportunities from a city with just over one million residents. As a comparison, the USA has about
300,000,000 and China about 1,300,000,000 residents.

The Dubai chapter is jointly headed by James Magee and Tariq Nizami. Here is their contact information:
James Magee, CEO
International Trade
53 East 34th St
NY, NY 10010
212-252-8430 ext 22 Fax 212-252-8436
jmagee@itdgroup.com
James Magee, CEO
CEO CLUBS UAE
City Tower 1 Sheikh Zayed Rd Ste 1202 12th floor
Dubai, UAE 00000
971-4-3327907/9715-394-8842 Fax cl 971-50-2277637
jmagee@ceoclubsuae.com
Tariq A Nizami, CEO
e-Creators
1982 2nd Ave 2B
NY, NY 10029
909-348-7886 home Fax
ceo@fkamberholdings.com
Tariq Ahmed Nizami, CEO
F Kamber Holdings
City Tower 1 ste 1202 Sheikh Zayed Rd Box 58162
Dubai, UAE 10001
9714-3327907/cl9714-332-7907 Fax 9714-3329506
ceo@fkamberholdings.com
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Here is the contact information to reach the world headquarters of all the CEO CLUBS:
Joseph R Mancuso, CEO
CEO Club, Inc.
47 West Street, Suite 5C
New York, NY 10006
212-925-7911 Fax 212-925-7463
main@ceoclubs.org

The group from Dubai is scheduled to visit the chapters in China in late May 2006 and the USA during the first
week of October 2006.
The intention of the expansion of the thirty-year-old USA CEO CLUBS is to encourage business and cultural
exchanges among its membership.
CEO CLUB Mission Statement
The CEO CLUBS is a worldwide membership association of entrepreneurs running businesses with average
annual sales of about $20,000,000. A member of any chapter is a free guest and full member of any chapter
worldwide.
The CEO CLUBS is a non-profit association of CEO's dedicated to improving their profitability of their
enterprises through shared experiences and personal growth. Founded in 1977 by Dr. Joseph R. Mancuso,
the CEO CLUBS encourage you to visit www.ceoclubs.org to access a wide range of free resources.
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ABOUT THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Cities with Skyscrapers…a sophisticated network of highways criss-crossing the country…. cars zooming
about…tree- lined boulevards…magnificent shopping malls…fun parks…a communication network that can be
the envy of any country…all lie side by side with the silent desert, wind towers and camels…much has
changed within so short a time…if ever there was an ode to progress, the United Arab Emirates would be it.

The Country
Being literally crime-free is not the only thing that makes the United Arab Emirates one of the most attractive
places to live. Its amazing amalgamation of the traditional values of the East and the modern technologies of
the West, being a melting pot of various nationalities and cultures living together and working in harmony and
a standard of living that is comparable to the world's most advanced nations makes it one of 20th century's
success stories.
* The UAE-A Constellation of 7 Stars
The United Arab Emirates is a federation of seven emirates or states, each with its own unique character and
personality but yet united with a common goal and destiny. The seven emirates are:
Abu Dhabi
Dubai
Sharjah
Ajman
Umm Al-Qaiwain
Ras Al-Khaimah
Fujairah
* 2/12/1971 - The New Constellation Rises in the Middle East
The National Day or the day of formation of the Federation of the United Arab Emirates is: 2nd December
1971 and is celebrated generally every year. National holidays are declared on 2nd, 3rd & 4th December, the
major cities of the emirates are all brightly lit-up and decorated with lights. Celebrations take place with great
joy and pride.
* Language
The official language of the UAE is Arabic. Other languages spoken are English, Hindi, and Farsi. A large
number of the expatriate population is from the sub-continent, Philippines, Iran etc. So you will find Tagalog,
Malayalam, Russian etc.
* Currency
The United Arab Emirates currency is called the Dirham. Arab Emirate Dirham (=Dhs. or AED)100 Fils = 1
Dirhams
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Population
Though an Arab-Islamic country, you will find the UAE to have one of the most liberal societies among all the
other Arab nations. Archaeological evidence shows that the United Arab Emirates has played host to
numerous cultures since 3000 BC. You will find people from all over the Arab world, Asia, Europe, Africa and
the America’s all converging here.
The Population of the United Arab Emirates according to 1998 figures is: 2.8 million of which Dubai is just less
than half.
The official religion of the United Arab Emirates is Islam. But other faiths are tolerated and freedom of worship
privately is given. Churches are common in some emirates and in Dubai you will even find a Hindu Temple.

Geographical Location
The UAE has capitalized on its convenient location on the trade routes between Asia and Europe by building a
fine tradition of being a good host and trade partner since time immemorial.
Its oil wealth and the hard work of its people headed by the wise
H.H. Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, has turned it into a bustling advanced nation with one of the world's
highest per capita income within 25 years of its formation.
* An Area of Immense Wealth
The area of the United Arab Emirates is 83,600 sq.km (including 200 islands - approximately).
* The UAE within Bounds
The United Arab Emirates is situated in the Eastern of the Arab World. It overlooks the Gulf of Oman to the
East and the Arabian Gulf to the North. The Arabian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman are linked by the Hormuz
Strait. The UAE is thus positioned at an important location in the world of trade.
North - Arabian Gulf
East - Gulf of Oman and Sultanate of Oman
South - Sultanate of Oman and Saudia Arabia
West - Qatar and Saudia Arabia
* UAE on the Globe
You can find the UAE at:
Latitudes 22° - 26.5° North
Longitudes 51° - 56.5° East

Physical Features
It is a Peaceful haven in the Arabian Peninsula by the Arabian Sea. A Tourist's paradise; Trader's
delight….the United Arab Emirates is indeed a unique package. Though the desert occupies most of the area
of the country
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The Interiors: are also covered with a range of mountains and a number of valleys like the Siji and Ham and
fertile plains such as the Thaid and Digdaga plains.
The Desert: lies next to the interior plains. As you head towards the Arabian Gulf, you find the long Western
Coastal Plain with its Dubai and Maqta creeks and salt flats like the Salina of Mutti. It is longer and wider than
the Eastern Coastal Plains which lies overlooking the Gulf of Oman.
The Coast: of UAE consists of many islands. The waters of the gulf flow tranquilly on the shores of the UAE,
hardly will you find rough waves…this makes the UAE ideal for water sports.

Tourist Guide
Have a total Tourist Experience of Unlimited Sun, Sand, Sports and shopping in the UAE along with its
friendly, helpful and generous people.
The Sun always shines in the UAE, it’s naturally desert climate and its convenient location in the Arabian Gulf
has endowed it with warm seas and cozy beaches. Together with a booming economy, where trade and
tourism are encouraged, it also makes for the ultimate shopping destination. Its state-of-the-art tourist
infrastructure with numerous world-class hotels, sports events and shopping spectaculars held annually,
ensures its position as the Middle East's number one tourist destination.
Every year, tourist attractions are constantly being upgraded and added - from one of the world's largest aqua
parks to cultural and wildlife museums.
From Wind Towers to Towering Skyscrapers, The UAE has a unique blend of traditional Arab, Islamic values
and culture with the modernity of a cosmopolitan living environment. It celebrated its 25th year of formation in
1997. Its massive oil wealth is being wisely utilized to keep pace with technology and social changes the world
is experiencing. As a result, tourists will find the UAE a modern country with thriving sky scraper filled cities no
different from modern cities in Europe or Asia.
* About Dubai:
Dubai is the second largest emirate in the U.A.E. Its total area is around 1000 square miles.
The city of Dubai is divided by the famous Dubai creek or Khor. This natural harbor, and Dubai's strategic
location on the international trading map has made it one of the world's leading trading and commercial
centers.
The Ruler of Dubai, was H.H. Sheikh Maktoum bin Rashid Al Maktoum, who succeeded his father in 1990.
His father, Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum was one of the founding fathers of the UAE together with
H.H. Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahayan and was the Vice-President and Prime Minister until his death in
1990.
Since the death of Sheikh Maktoum in 2006, Sheik Mohammed Bin Rashid al-Maktoum has taken the mantle
of the above positions.
The Maktoum family is also a part of the Baniyas tribe who first settled in Abu Dhabi but then later took control
of Dubai in 1833. Dubai's growth can be traced back to the early years of the century when the grandfather of
H.H. Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum persuaded the British shipping line plying between Britain and
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India, to make Dubai their main port of call in the 1940s.
To further consolidate its position as a major port, H.H. Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum took an active
interest in the development of Dubai, he established a Police Force, a customs service and developed trade
connections with India.
Soon, in the 1960's, with the discovery of oil, money started to pour in and Dubai's prominence and prosperity
increased. But aware of the risks of oil-dependency, Sheikh Rashid actively promoted new industrial ventures.
The Aluminum and Cement factory are the result of this endeavor.
The Jebel Ali Free Trade Zone - the fifth largest in the world within a short span of ten years, has attracted
over 900 international companies that include global giants - a few of these are General Motors, AEG, Aiwa,
BP, Ciba, Geigy, Daewoo and Heinz.
Dubai's attractiveness not only lies in its trade. Like the rest of the U.A.E., it has also been actively promoted
as a tourist destination. A few of its notable achievements are:
! The gold prize for the best destination in the Middle East in the 1996 World Travel prizes
ceremony held in June 1996 in Las Vegas, USA. Dubai also won the silver medal for the best
tourism and conference centre in the Middle East.
! The Dubai Shopping Festival held every year is a major attraction for tourists worldwide.
! The Dubai World Trade Centre has also emerged as the best Exhibition and Conference
centre in the Gulf Region by hosting innumerable International Fairs and events like the Gitex
and Index, that attracts buyers, sellers and customers from all over the world.
! The Dubai International Airport considered as the world's second best transit airport,
currently handles 7.3 million passengers per year with a growth rate of 12% that is double that
of any other airport in the world.
! The Dubai Air Show is currently ranked third as the most significant international air-shows
on a global scale. The first is Farnborough in Britain and the second Le Bourget in Paris.
! The Dubai Summer Surprises is an innovative tourist attraction, aimed at increasing tourism
in the usually inactive summer months. The peak summer months of July, August up to mid
September are filled with shopping bonanzas, entertainment for children, Ice circus, with
entertainment and educational programs held daily at all the major shopping complexes.
* About Abu Dhabi:
Abu Dhabi City - Capital of the United Arab Emirates Abu Dhabi is one of the most modern cities in the world.
It is the center of government and business life in the UAE, headquarters of the emirates oil operating
companies and embassies are based here. The architecture of its modern buildings and sky scrapers is the
finest in the Middle East. Abu Dhabi's oil wealth has been wisely utilized to encourage a healthy trade and
commerce atmosphere apart from oil industries, too. The promotion of tourism related projects will elevate Abu
Dhabi to a Singaporean status in the region. Large gardens and parks, green boulevards lining all the streets
and roads, sophisticated high-rise buildings, state-of-the-art communication services and transport, the
presence of all the international luxury hotel chains, rich shopping malls, cultural centers and events provide
tourists a one-of-a-kind experience all the year round. A few of the important features are listed below:
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! The Abu Dhabi International Exhibition Centre has hosted some of the most prestigious
international events like IDEX (International Defense Exhibitions) etc.
! The Abu Dhabi Shopping Festival held every year in early March is filled with fantastic
bargains, sale and prizes from all the shopping malls.
! The Abu Dhabi Duty Free is one of the finest duty free shopping centers in the world and its
prize draw is popular throughout the world.
! The Abu Dhabi International Airport ranks among the best airports in the world.
! The Abu Dhabi Cultural Centre has become a landmark in the Emirates and holds cultural
events and workshops throughout the year. Its library is well catalogued and offers a rich
source of information on the region.
* More about Abu Dhabi Emirate
Abu Dhabi is the largest of the seven Emirates and the Federal capital of the UAE. It occupies an area of
26,000 square miles. Its long coastline - the shallow waters of the Southern Gulf, extending from the base of
the Qatar Peninsula in the west to the border of the emirate of Dubai on the north east, was once the world's
best waters for pearling. When the pearling industry declined, oil discovery in the offshore oilfields of the
Southern Gulf revived the economy of Abu Dhabi. Abu Dhabi was also the first emirate to export oil from the
Umm Shaif offshore field in 1962. On the land, it stretches south to the oases of Liwa where some of the
world’s largest sand dunes can be found, and east to the ancient oasis of Al Ain. This makes Abu Dhabi the
largest as well as the most populated of all the emirates.
Today over 120 million trees have been planted in the emirate of Abu Dhabi alone.

Climate
The sun shines all the year round in the UAE and makes it an ideal summer resort.
! Moderate climate is found between:
October and March, days are Sunny and Pleasant (Average Temperature - 26*C). Nights are
Cool (Average Temperature - 15*C)
! Summer is between:
April and September temperatures are peaking at 50*C and high humidity levels. In the
Southerly and Northerly winds blow over the UAE with occasional sand storms.

The Rulers
The President of UAE: H.H. Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan
Vice President & Prime Minister of UAE & Ruler of Dubai: H..H. Sheik Mohammed Bin Rashid al-Maktoum
Supreme Council Member & Ruler of Sharjah: H.H. Sheikh Dr. Sultan Bin Mohammed Al Qassimi
Supreme Council Member & Ruler of Ajman: H.H. Sheikh Humaid Bin Rashid Al Nuaimi
Supreme Council Member & Ruler of Umm Al Quwain: H.H. Sheikh Rashid Bin Ahmed Al Mu'alla
Supreme Council Member & Ruler of Ras Al Khaimah: H.H. Sheikh Saqr Bin Mohammed Al Qassimi
Supreme Council Member & Ruler of Al Fujairah: H.H. Sheikh Hamad Bin Mohammed Al Sharqi
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Membership And Alliances
UAE has been a key player among the Arab countries and has won admiration and kudos for its handling of
regional and international matters. The UAE's keynote has always been unity among all the Arab nations. It is
an active Member of the:
Arab Gulf Co-operation Council (AGCC)
The Arab League
The Organisation of Islamic Conference
Non-Aligned Movement
United Nations
And has diplomatic relations with 143 countries.

Economic Statistics
UAE is a major player in the global oil industry. The emirate of Abu Dhabi alone contains 10% of the world's oil
reserves (98 billion barrels).
Trade too is booming with each emirate establishing a Free Zone with no taxes to encourage companies to set
up their manufacturing and export units here.
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THE HISTORY OF DUBAI

The major part of the Dubai emirate consists of rolling sand dunes lapping the foothills of the arid Hajar
Mountains in the east. Until a decade or two ago, nomadic Bedouin roaming with their flocks and herds
inhabited the dunes. Today the nomads have all settled, in villages in the few fertile oases or valleys, or
elsewhere in the city.
Modern Dubai is the product of the past 20 years of intensive development. Prior to that, Dubai was a small
trading port, clustered around the mouth of the Creek.
It had grown gradually from a fishing village inhabited in the 18th century by members of the Bani Yas tribe. Its
origins, however, go back into the far more distant past. The town’s museum displays a rich collection of
objects found in graves of the first millennium BC at nearby Al-Qusais, while a caravan station of the sixth
century AD was excavated in the expatriate suburb of Jumeirah.
The village really began to grow in the early 19th century, when some 800 members of the Bani Yas tribe, the
Al Bu Falasah, moved north and settled in Dubai.
Dubai lacked the productive hinterland of Abu Dhabi, with its fertile oases of Liwa and Al Ain - its inhabitants
were committed to life on the coast, and looked to the sea for their living. They based their livelihood on
fishing, pearling and sea trade.
By the turn of the 20th century Dubai was a sufficiently prosperous port to attract settlers from Iran, India and
Baluchistan, while the souk on Deira side was thought to be the largest on the coast, with some 350 shops.
The facilities for trade and free enterprise were enough to make Dubai a natural haven for merchants who left
Lingah, on the Persian coast, after the introduction of high custom’s dues there in 1902. These people were
mostly of distant Arab origin and Sunni, unlike most Persians, and naturally looked across to the Arab shore of
the Gulf, finally making their homes in Dubai. They continued to trade with Lingah, however, as do many of the
dhows in Dubai Creek today, and they named their district Bastakiya, after the Bastak region in southern
Persia.
Meanwhile a flourishing Indian population had also settled in Dubai and was particularly active in the shops
and alleys of the souk. The cosmopolitan atmosphere and air of tolerance began to attract other foreigners
too: by the 1930s, nearly a quarter of the 20,000 population was foreign, including 2,000 Persians, 1,000
Baluchis, many Indians and substantial communities from Bahrain, Kuwait and the Hasa province in eastern
South Arabia. Some years later the British also made it their center on the coast, establishing a political
agency in 1954.
The international trade, which flowed from Dubai’s cosmopolitan contracts, was the basis of rapidly increasing
prosperity. This gave the city an early start in development before the beginning of oil production in the late
1960s. Like the other towns along the coast, Dubai had been severely affected by the decline of the pearling
industry, due to competition in the 1930s from Japanese cultured pearls, and by the drop in trade in the
Second World War. But Dubai contacts and mercantile skills increased resilience and the ability to profit from
favorable conditions for entrepot trade with Persia and India after the 1939-45 war.
The successful early development was due in large part to the foresight of Dubai’s rulers. During the 20th
century the city has benefited from the stabilizing influence of two exceptionally long rules: that of H H Sheikh
Saeed Bin Maktoum from 1912 to 1958, followed by that of his son, H H Sheikh Rashid Bin Saeed alMaktoum. For many years prior to his father’s death in 1958, Shaikh Rashid has played a leading role in
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directing the state. Since then he has guided Dubai in its expansion from a small, old-world town to a modern
state with excellent communication, and industrial infrastructure, and all the comforts of contemporary life.
Since 1980 Sheikh Rashid has played a background role due to ill health but his four sons have continued his
policies in exactly the same mould. His son, Sheik Mohammed Bin Rashid al-Maktoum, has assumed
leadership in2006.
While this development has been greatly facilitated by the discover of oil and its production from the 1960s, oil
revenues in Dubai have always been a fraction of those in Abu Dhabi, so Dubai’s growth has always
depended partly on the inhabitants own entrepreneurial abilities.
Unlike Abu Dhabi or Sharjah, Dubai has only one substantial town. While the emirate of Dubai covers 3,900
square kilometers, the population (estimated at 1.2 million) is largely concentrated in Dubai town. This has
enhanced the popularity of a number of oases, which provide a welcome break at weekends from the
competitive commercial life of the city. The emirate is mainly desert, with sand dunes ranging from near white
along the coast to a deep orange inland near the mountains, and in places dotted with a scrub of desert
bushes and even some large trees.
A one-and-a-half hour drive along a good asphalt road leads to Hatta, most easterly of Dubai?s territories. This
pleasantly green valley is a small enclave in the dramatic, arid Hajar Mountains and is completely surrounded
by land belonging to Oman, to Ajman and to Ras al-Khaimah. Here, the charming Hatta Fort Hotel in its
beautiful gardens gives a warm welcome to visitors.
Nearer to Dubai, and only about 20 kilometers inland, are the twin oases of Khawanij and Awir. These oases,
which can be reached in 25 minutes from the town center, lie in attractively wooded dune lands. They have
been extensively developed over the past 20 years and boast fine country houses with superb gardens for
some of Dubai’s leading families. The district’s ample water supply has enabled local enthusiasts to create
garden so lush and colorful that the visitor finds it hard to believe that this is still Arabia.
The emirates largest urban development outside Dubai city is, however, the industrial complex of Jebel Ali, 20
kilometers southwest along the coast. The government has built the largest man-made harbor in the world,
with a dredged deepwater approach channel stretching far out to sea, and to create a complete industrial
complex; it has established such major undertakings as an aluminum smelter and gas separation plant, as
well as a residential village of more than 300 houses.
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BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP IN THE DUBAI CHAPTER OF THE CEO CLUBS

! An opportunity to join a 30 year old knowledge sharing and networking association
! Exclusive, invitation only membership
! Immediate links with over 10,000 CEO’s in USA, UK and China
! An opportunity to be one of the UAE’s founding members and network with fellow CEO’s in the region
! A minimum of eight meetings annually inclusive of membership fees
! An opportunity to attend any meeting in ten chapters in the USA and China free
! Invitations to celebrity/famous hospitality events
! Members get reduced fee annually (now $4000) to belong to PAC and this mutual board of advisors meets
eight times annually at the host’s members businesses. They act as a mutual board of advisors. About a
dozen members serve in a Pac, with a paid facilitator
! Private health care insurance
! Reduce prices for international trips to USA, UK and China, Caribbean and Canada
! Members post bios and photos free on protected website
! Direct business contacts at the highest level
! Networking and matchmaking opportunities
! Exclusive events with key figures for CEO Club gatherings
! Special rates/first option for tickets for major events Worldwide, (Concerts, theatre, sporting events including
the World Cup, Olympics major Golfing events)
! Special rates/first option for every event in the region
! CEO Clubs sporting events, (Golf tournaments etc)
! Peer group knowledge sharing and training sessions
! Special website access and free access to all past 100 CEO club talks via free CD
! CEO Clubs Platinum credit card with special rates and privileges
! Travel agent card with special rates, upgrades, lounge access benefits, (Travel agent card saves many
members over $10,000 annually on flights/hotels…
! One day-three day courses Worldwide on sales or management with top trainers/speakers, (40,000
available in every skill set)
! Limo/Private jet special rates
! Luxury boat/yacht charter/special rates
! Meeting planning/organizing
! Event management
! Consulting services special rates
! Research, reports, market data, contacts Worldwide
! Virtual offices Worldwide
! Top positions Worldwide – first awareness program
! Executive search
! Recruitment, interview and temp skill assistance
! Invitation to preview launches of new real estate/developments
! Invitations to exclusive vehicle launches
! Invitations to top brand launches
! Free gifts from key suppliers
! VC and investment assistance
! Translation services
! Copywriting assistance
! IT and web development assistance, (Top consulting at heavily reduces rates)
! Access to clubs in many International cities
! Hostess/assistant hire in 12 countries
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! Access to the top 10% business contacts in every country
! Management/staff training by the Worlds best facilitators, reduced rates
! Problem solving discussion groups/sessions
! Access to company information Worldwide
! News, views and trading reports Worldwide – first!
! Media contacts Worldwide
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001

Desert
dubai_085.jpg

In the middle of the steaming hot desert, Dubai has constructed a ski resort. Tell me
which elected committee could ever agree on so radical a project? Sometimes a
benevolent ruler is the best form of government.
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002

Desert
dubai_232.jpg

These folks braved the desert in a four wheel jeep. The speeds at which they traversed
the sand dunes would have their bankers pleased they took out life insurance to cover
the company debt.
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003

Desert
dubai_235.jpg

Everybody went on a camel ride. It was fun and the camels are stronger than horses but
not as fast.
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Desert
dubai_236.jpg

As you would expect CEOs were often stuck in the desert sand and needed to be bailed
out of trouble. Fortunately, like at home, there were plenty of high priced "consultants"
available.
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Desert
dubai_239.jpg

The eighteen year old boy in the black Bermuda shorts is my son, Max. He had his first
haircut in 13 years in Dubai and now his hair is of father approved length. I tried to glue
his excess hair to my head but it wouldn't stay.
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Desert
dubai_241.jpg

The desert safari included a barbeque and the food was delicious in the evening.
Dinning under the stars is always romantic.
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Desert
dubai_244.jpg

Falcons are popular in the middle east. They are great hunters and popular pets. A
Baltimore CEO CLUB member in the IT business, Rohit, shows how it is done.
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Desert
dubai_379.jpg

There are no roads in the desert. You must be familiar with the different types of sand to
keep from getting your jeep stuck.
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Desert
dubai_384.jpg

The best strategy is to travel in the desert in caravans. When one four-wheeler goes
down, the others are already there to help.
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Desert
dubai_396.jpg

Marty says the best part of the trip was the camel ride. There are not that many camels in
Long Island. Marty took many of the pictures you are viewing.
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Desert
dubai_404.jpg

Marty can not only talk to camels, he is equally at home making love to Falcons. New
York CEO CLUB member, Marty Lanz, a leader in the alarm and security business, said
the country was warm and friendly.
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Desert
dubai_408.jpg

I didn't take any of the photos in the Dubai picture book, and we had no plans to write a
book when we opened the first CEO Clubs chapter in Dubai. The city and the people
were so over whelming, we judged it worthwhile to share the wonders of Dubai with the
rest of the CEO Clubs.
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Conference
dubai_005.jpg

The lunches for the CEO World forum were outside at the beach, It was hot in February
but it was a little cooler by the beach.
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014

Conference
dubai_018.jpg

The Dubai group of pioneering CEOs traveled to the capital city of the United Arab
Emirates, (U.A.E.), Abu Dhabi. Lunch was aboard a boat as we cruised in the harbor.
Dubai's harbor is the only one in the middle-east to accept aircraft carriers.
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Conference
dubai_026.jpg

The bus was always sold out and many members opted to get around by cars and taxis.
We traveled about two hours out of Dubai to the capitol city of Abu Dhabi. Because the
cities are competitive, no road signs told of the other city.
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Conference
dubai_032.jpg

Unlike China, in Dubai it was not necessary to handle business cards with both hands
and bow. However, just like China, everyone ran out of business cards.
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Conference
dubai_092.jpg

Dubai is creating the world's largest amusement-park complex competing with
Disneyland and Las Vegas. It is building the world's tallest building and it has less than
2,000,000 inhabitants.
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018

Conference
dubai_094.jpg

The launch of the CEO CLUBS in Dubai was covered throughout the middle east, not
just in the U.A.E.
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019

Conference
dubai_179.jpg

Space Adventures, a company that launches private explorers into space, plans to build
a $265 million commercial spaceport in Dubai. The evening dinner at the conference was
under the stars.
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Conference
dubai_189.jpg

While we dined under the stars, we were treated to first class music.
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Conference
dubai_272.jpg

This is the Jumeirah Beach resort where we stayed and where the World CEO Forum
was held. It is adjacent to a water park and to the more famous Burj Al Arab hotel.
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Conference
dubai_413.jpg

Dear God, please......JUST GRANT ME THESE THREE WISHES...OHH, I MEANT ALLAH
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Conference
dubai_519.jpg

That map is an overview of just one of the ocean made Palm Islands. Our boat cruise
took us out to see the oceanfront homes from a water view.
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Hotels
dubai_269.jpg

Islands were created in the ocean and connected to Dubai with a causeway. Every
property on the Palm Islands is ocean front property, which commands a premium price.
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Hotels
dubai_280.jpg

The Jumeirah Beach Resort hotel lobby was a popular meeting place.
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Hotels
dubai_281.jpg

Here is a clear view of the front desk of the Jumeirah Beach Hotel when it wasn't busy.
The hotel is always sold out in prime season. Our Ocean view rooms were expensive at
$550 per night.
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Hotels
dubai_282.jpg

The towels in your room were made into clever shapes and you were reluctant to use
them for a shower.
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Hotels
dubai_311.jpg

This is the entrance to Emirates Palace in Abu Dhabi. The hotel was once the home of
the rulers and now it is a second seven star property.
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Hotels
dubai_314.jpg

The lobby of the Abu Dhabi Emirates Palace has gold everywhere as does the entire
hotel. It is another seven star hotel.
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Hotels
dubai_319.jpg

The hotel rooms are so large several members became disoriented. My son became lost
as he toured one of the suites.
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Hotels
dubai_341.jpg

There were a lot of choices at our beach front hotel. This is also where the World CEO
Forum was held.
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Hotels
dubai_357.jpg

When you finally get past the security at the Burj Al Arab, the entrance leads to a set of
escalators that take you up four floors to the lobby. Along side the escalator is an
aquarium. One of the more colorful restaurants at this seven star property is seven
stories below the main entrance. It is an aquarium restaurant which has windows on the
open ocean.
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Hotels
dubai_358.jpg

The view looking up at the tallest hotel in the world, affectionately known as the "Burj".
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Hotels
dubai_365.jpg

The view looking out from the Burj is of our hotel, the Jumeirah Beach Resort.
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Hotels
dubai_366.jpg

Looking out from the top floor of the restaurant at the Burj. Several members called to
try to arrange a luncheon and they were politely told "no room for you at the Inn". Then
our sponsors called and we were given VIP service and dined at the seven star property.
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dubai_481.jpg

In stark contrast to its neighbors, Dubai more than two decades ago turned its back on
oil and focused on building a diverse economy.
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dubai_531.jpg

A group of Islands under construction in Dubai is in the shape of the World. It will be a
cluster of 300 Islands and someone could buy and develop Europe or the USA. The “Burj
” has become the symbol of Dubai.
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dubai_535.jpg

It was only a few years ago, when Sheik Mohammed Bin Rashid al-Maktoum decided to
make Dubai an International financial hub to rival New York, Tokyo and London. This
hotel has become the symbol of Dubai.
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Boat Cruises
dubai_019.jpg

Dubai's harbor is the single most popular docking port for the USA's military ships in the
middle east. We were treated to several dinner cruises on rivers and in the bay.
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Boat Cruises
dubai_064.jpg

The boat was colorfully decorated at night and many of the building were lighted. The
evening is much cooler than the day.
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Boat Cruises
dubai_068.jpg

The dinner boat cruises had two floors and yet our group had several dozen members
who were standing. Farouk Kamber came to the rescue as he volunteered to get his
boat, which had plenty of drinks but no food. It was fun exchanging trays of food for
liquor as the boats bobbed up and down.
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Boat Cruises
dubai_270.jpg

Dubai is a major port city and it's the major stopping point for USA military ships. It is
the only deep water port than can handle our aircraft carriers. Yet the US congress
defied the President and stopped Dubai from running six ports in the USA.
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Boat Cruises
dubai_287.jpg

We went on several boat cruises as it is a good way to see these cities. No one missed
these events.
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Boat Cruises
dubai_292.jpg

CEOs always took pictures of other CEOs taking pictures. I never took a single picture
and never asked anyone to take a picture. When the trip was over, I asked everyone to
send me their pictures. That's one of the reasons I am in so many pictures. The other
reason is I did the picture selections.
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Boat Cruises
dubai_543.jpg

As you can see from this map, Dubai has a very advantageous position in the middle
east.
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Boat Cruises
dubai_542.jpg

Beside the Essex House Hotel in Manhattan, the Emirates have acquired the Helmsley
building in Manhattan and 69 rental properties in southern states.
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Development
dubai_089.jpg

Dubailand, under construction, competes with Disneyland and will include the Falcon
City of Wonders with life sized replicas of the Seven Wonders of the World along with
buildings that have offices and apartments inside. This ski resort is an attraction of the
shopping mall in the middle of the desert.
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Development
dubai_009.jpg

The real estate boom in Dubai is attracting the wealthy from other countries, such as
Pakistan and India.
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Development
dubai_334.jpg

Future growth was staggering. Renting cranes looked like another promising
opportunity.
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Development
dubai_374.jpg

Here is the competitor to Disneyland called Dubailand and, just as you would expect, it's
bigger and better. Under construction in Dubai, is an underwater hotel, where every
room looks out at the open ocean.
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Development
dubai_425.jpg

Dubai draws less than 15% of its revenue from oil and has over six million tourists
annually.
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Development
dubai_508.jpg

Each of the Palm Islands is different. The average Dubai resident is more likely to be
Asian than Arab. The average Dubai resident is more likely to speak English than Arab.
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Development
dubai_511.jpg

The average Dubai resident is more likely to be Asian than Arab and the entire city is
only about 40% of the UAE with about 1,200,000 residents.
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Development
dubai_512.jpg

Just another real estate project in Dubai. Indians jokingly refer to Dubai "as the best run
Indian city".
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Development
dubai_008.jpg

Like China, the models of the construction were everywhere. Like China, it appears the
single best business to start in Dubai is model building. Further, the best model building
business should be "gigantic models".
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Development
dubai_226.jpg

The three islands, each in the shape of a palm tree, were among the most spectacular
sights for us in Dubai. The Islands were created in the ocean and connected to Dubai
with a causeway. Every property on the palm islands is oceanfront property.
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Development
dubai_540.jpg

The wax royals at Madame Tussauds London museum were purchased by Dubai
International capital for $1.5 billion. Dubai bought 2% of Daimler-Chrysler for $ 1 billion,
making the Emirate Chrysler's third largest shareholder.
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Government
dubai_117.jpg

More than 500 USA businesses already operate in the U.A.E. Dubai has made doing
business a purpose of the government as there are no taxes for businesses.
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Government
dubai_285.jpg

There is plenty of ocean and when combined with a desert, you have spectacular
development opportunities. Sheik “Mo” is a genius who is loved by his countrymen.
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Government
dubai_470.jpg

Your average Dubai bathroom. The gold in Abu Dhabi shows that while Arabs failed to
turn lead into gold, they have learned how to change oil into gold.
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Government
dubai_471.jpg

Your average bedroom in the Emirates Palace in Abu Dhabi. When you visit Dubai, be
sure to ride to see the other major city and be sure to take in this property. It's where
Donald Trump wants to live.
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Government
dubai_475.jpg

Ironically, Charles Horton of Dallas based “Fastbucks” is standing in the lobby of the
Abu Dhabi Emirates Palace...which we soon called “slowbucks”. “Fastbucks” is a
payday loan business with 75 stores in the south western USA. He said the market for
sub prime lending didn't look promising in Dubai.
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Government
dubai_486.jpg

Set across the Persian Gulf from Iran and just East of Saudi Arabia, Dubai is the
financial capital of both the United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.) and the middle-east. Abu
Dhabi is the capitol of U.A.E., a federation of seven sheikdoms, which won
independence from Britain in 1971.
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Government
dubai_513.jpg

This is a model of the man made islands. They are for sale and eventual development.
Native Emirate citizens account for only 15% of Dubai citizens.
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Government
dubai_529.jpg

When his brother, Sheik Maktoum Bin Rashid al-Maktoum died in January 2006, Sheik
Mohammed Bin Rashid al-Maktoum became emir.
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Government
dubai_035.jpg

Look carefully at that picture and you will see the shape of what is called the Palm
Islands. The brilliant Sheik Mohammed created these Islands in the ocean by dredging
up the sand.
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Government
dubai_090.jpg

The Dubai government recently purchased a billion dollar stake in Chrysler
(Daimler-Chrysler AG), becoming the automakers third largest shareholder.
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Government
dubai_095.jpg

While the country of China staggers the world with economic growth rates of 10%
annually, the city of Dubai has posted growth rates beyond those of China.
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Government
dubai_544.jpg

The cities location on the bay makes it passageway to Iraq and Iran and an easy
commute from India, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia.
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Dubai
dubai_170.jpg

Donald Trump has plans to open a casino in Dubai. Currently, there is no gambling in
Dubai.
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Dubai
dubai_228.jpg

We had lunch at the world's tallest hotel, the Burj Al Arab, which has a seven star rating.
Rooms are $1500 per night and they are sold out for months. There is a helicopter pad at
the top of the hotel and the views from the restaurants are spectacular
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Dubai
dubai_258.jpg

Tariq Nizami was the first member of the U.A.E. CEO CLUBS. One Island being built in
the ocean spells out an Arabic poem. The U.A.E. team is planning to visit the USA CEO
CLUBS in early October 2006.
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Dubai
dubai_261.jpg

The airport was new and well maintained. However, they have another newer, bigger
airport under construction just a few miles away. Emirates Airlines has made major
purchases from both Boeing and Airbus.
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Dubai
dubai_298.jpg

The Burj al Arab is 1053 feet all and is built in the shape of a ships sail. It is the tallest
hotel in the world and the views from the restaurant reminded me of the Windows on the
World at the fallen NY World Trade Center.
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Dubai
dubai_362.jpg

Everything in Dubai was expensive and there were many beautiful sights. But it is not a
place for the poor and we wondered were the "workers" lived. The government offers
very clever incentives to firms hiring "workers".
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Dubai
dubai_414.jpg

Derwood Chase, seated, manages $6,000,000,000 in a long term fund and said of Dubai,
"Where does all this money come from"?
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Dubai
dubai_091.jpg

A U.A.E. company purchased $705 million worth of properties on New York's Park
Avenue in 2005.
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Dubai
dubai_088.jpg

The ski resort is open year around and is especially popular in the middle of the
summer. It is attached to a world-class shopping mall and while some people shop,
others can go snow skiing.
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Dubai
dubai_086.jpg

This is not just a ski resort; It's a downhill mountain with a good sized ski jump. Plus,
it's cold inside.
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Dubai
dubai_097.jpg

The night is well lighted to show off the architecture. When the hot sun goes down, the
city comes alive.
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Dubai
dubai_539.jpg

Dubai's Jumeirah company, we stayed at the Jumeirah Beach resort, spent $440 million
to buy the landmark Essex House Hotel on Central park in Manhattan.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_231.jpg

James McGee and Tariq Nizami, in suits, founders of the U.A.E. CEO CLUBS and JP Li,
CEO CLUBS in China and Joe Mancuso
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CEO Clubs
dubai_438.jpg

Dubai is not a dry city as many westerners believe of Arab cities; alcohol flows freely in
nightclubs and resorts. Signs welcoming the CEO CLUBS were everywhere.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_444.jpg

Our logo was in a holograph always present in the meeting room. Visit
www.ceoclubsuae.com to keep current on these chapters activities.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_468.jpg

Appropriately, desert had gold sprinkles. Dallas based Brown Books Millie Brown took
many of these photos and had a great time and found some future business partners.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_491.jpg

You inhale from this pipe and the flavored tobacco is filtered through the water. Here
New York plastic box manufacturer, Nadine Cino, shows us how the pros do it.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_495.jpg

Milli Brown, founder of Dallas based Brown Books said "Dubai was a surprise and to
think I almost didn't come". She was concerned that women would be treated poorly and
she said she was overwhelmed by the safety she felt in this country.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_359.jpg

These are the lucky folks having lunch at the Burj. The buffet cost $1,023 and included a
bottle of Champagne. The view and setting cost about $600.00 and the rest was for food
and drink.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_074.jpg

The mix of languages and cultures made the dinner cruise seem as though you were in a
movie setting. Sachin Tummala, a Texas CEO member with an IT business, has a home
in Bangalore and he flew two hours from India to join us in Dubai.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_059.jpg

This is the team which made the conference happen. Little did any of us expect the
hullabaloo which occurred upon our return to the States when George Bush announced
the U.A.E. was acquiring six ports in the U.S.A.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_050.jpg

Everybody won an award or was given a plaque. It made the entire day pleasant and
joyful. James and Tariq of the CEO CLUBS U.A.E. gave Joe Mancuso a thoughtful gift.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_352.jpg

Welcoming CEO CLUB signs were everywhere.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_538.jpg

Dubai receives annually about 7,000,000 visitors and this is growing annually at 15% in a
basic city of just over 1,200,000 people; while only 15% of the inhabitants are native
Dubai.
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CEO Clubs
dubai_038.jpg

This is the core group of www.ceoclubsuae.com It is because of them that we have
established a chapter of the CEO CLUBS in Dubai. The one in Arab dress is Farouk
Kamber, a real friend and CEO Club supporter. We also meet Farouk's 13 year old son.
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Entertainment
dubai_454.jpg

Men wear traditional Arab dress with white sheets covering most of their bodies
because of the heat of the desert. The costumes for the evening were of brilliant colors.
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Entertainment
dubai_457.jpg

Dubai holds several internationally recognized sporting events and remember this is a
city of a little over 1,000,000 people. While we were in Dubai, Tiger Woods won the Dubai
Desert Golf Classic. Sheik “Mo” has made Dubai a leader in horse racing with the
$6,000,000 prize offered at the Dubai World Cup.
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Entertainment
dubai_458.jpg

The dance was spectacular and everyone was quiet and attentive. This was held in very
comfortable air-conditioned settings.
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Entertainment
dubai_464.jpg

Men and women shared the stage. The entertainment was elaborate and well done.
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Entertainment
dubai_452.jpg

Muslim women often choose to wear an abayas out of respect to their history and
customs. These black hooded capes are "batman" outfits usually with only the eyes
peering through slits for seeing. The old idea was to avoid exciting the males with
revealing dress. In Dubai, there is a mixture of traditional and historic dress. The women
with abayas are often wearing jeans or casual clothes under the outer garments.
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Entertainment
dubai_451.jpg

The customs were lovely. Dubai is not a dry city as many westerners believe of Arab
cities; alcohol flows freely in nightclubs and resorts.
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Entertainment
dubai_450.jpg

They cleaned your table as you eat with a handheld vacuum cleaner. This is the first time
I have ever seen this done.
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Entertainment
dubai_448.jpg

We had fun and the evening shows were a big hit and always sold out. Our guests
arranged front row seats for us. The Dubai members will visit the USA CEO CLUBS
during the first week of October 2006
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Entertainment
dubai_541.jpg

While Dubai's economy grows annually at over 15%, its GDP (gross domestic product)
has only a 15% oil component. Its spectacular growth was not generated by $70 per
barrel oil prices.
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Entertainment
dubai_152.jpg

Johns Hopkins Medicine just signed a deal to operate a hospital in the U.A.E. The views
at our moonlight dinner were spectacular.
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Entertainment
dubai_087.jpg

The ski resort is one of Dubai's most spectacular attractions. However, it will soon have
competition from an underwater seven star hotel. If you were staying at that hotel, would
you also go to the ski resort?
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Entertainment
dubai_083.jpg

Lee Ann Britian, on the staff of CEO CLUBS U.A.E., is feeding birthday cake to a retired
secretary of the communist party from Dalian China. Everybody sang happy birthday in
five languages. Reminded me of a sporting event where the national anthem was played
for many countries.
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Joseph Mancuso Biography

Joe Mancuso is the founder of the CEO CLUBS in China and the
USA. The not-for-profit Clubs are composed of entrepreneurs and
CEO’s running businesses with average annual sales of about
$20,000,000. There are about 4,000 members in the USA and
1,000 in China. The USA chapters were started in 1977 and the first
chapter in China was opened in 2003.
Dr. Mancuso is best known as an author. His books and tapes have sold several million
copies. He has written numerous magazine and journal articles. His material has
appeared in the widest possible spectrum, ranging from Playboy, Penthouse, Inc., the
Harvard Business Review and the Journal of Marketing. He is the author of twenty-four
books, including; How to write a winning business plan and How to start, finance and
manageyour own small business.
Joe has addressed groups in over three hundred American and 100 foreign cities. In
all, CEO’s and entrepreneurs have paid in excess of $50,000,000 to hear presentation
arranged or given by Dr. Joseph Mancuso.
Joe has an electrical engineering degree from WPI and an MBA from the Harvard
Business School. His doctorate is from Boston University. Before launching the CEO
CLUBS, Mancuso was chairman of the management department at WPI.

